
Scale
Ground scale in CMR is 1”=10 yards.  Each figure represents 20 men.  A general or personality 
represents one man and his picked men.  The time scale is variable but I would suggest 1 turn equaling 
about 10 minutes of time.  

Turn Sequence
Each turn is broken up into a number of steps.  Each step is followed in the order described below.

1. Initiative: A representative from each side rolls 1 die.  The higher roll decides if his side will 
be “Side A” or “Side B” for this turn.

2. Side A moves all units 1 half of the movement allowance.  He indicates which units are 
charging as well as their targets.  He may make any split move/shots at this time.  Side B will 
also be able to perform defensive fire if eligible.

3. Side B moves all units 1 half of the movement allowance.  He indicates which units are 
charging as well as their targets.  He may make any split move/shots at this time.  Side A will 
also be able to perform defensive fire if eligible.

4. Side A now finishes their moves.
5. Side B now finishes their moves.
6. Artillery now shoots.
7. Missile armed troops now shoot.
8. Resolve all melees.

Morale checks are taken at various times during the game.  There is no distinct morale phase.  Failed 
morale checks are enforced at the end of the phase which they were taken.

Movement
All units have a fixed rate of speed which they can move across the board.  The move can be increased 
to a charge move if that unit will make melee contact this turn.  

Unit Type Regular Move Charge Move

Armored Foot 6” 6”

Heavy Foot 9” 12”

Light Foot 12” 15”

Armored Cavalry 12” 18”

Heavy Cavalry 15” 21”

Light Cavalry 18” 24”

Catapults/Cannon/Wagons 6” -

Maneuver and Formation
All moves are assumed to be straight ahead moves.  However, units may spend a portion of their 
movement to maneuver in a fashion that is not a forward move.

 Oblique moves cost ¼ move and the unit can drift up to 45 degrees left or right during a 
forward move.

 Facing change costs a ½ move and a unit can turn up to 90 degrees or costs a full move and can 



turn more than 90 degrees.  The unit facing is changed by spinning about the center of the unit.
 A unit may make a formation change for the cost of 1 full move.  Formation changes can be a 

square, a  march column of two figures wide or a deployed formation of 1 or more ranks.  
Changing depth of a formation counts as a formation change.

 Deployed infantry must form in at least two ranks.  Deployed cavalry may form in no more than
2 ranks.

Terrain
Units may usually move through terrain.  However, there are some restrictions to their movement 
outlined in the terrain effects table.

Hill Move up hill at 50% move.  No charge move permitted.

Woods 50% move.  No formed troops, vehicles or artillery may enter.  No charge 
move permitted.

Marsh 50% move.  No vehicles or artillery may enter.  No charge move permitted.

Rough No move permitted.

Ditch or Rampart As hill.

Stream or River Streams may be forded anywhere with a 50% move rate.  Rivers may only be 
crossed at fords or bridges.  Treat fords as streams.  Treat bridges as clear.  

Units that will cross a terrain feature during their move will reduce their move to 50%.  If a half 
movement rate is not enough to move the unit to the terrain feature, then the unit moves at full rate up 
to the terrain feature and then stops.  The unit may then cross the feature at half rate on the next turn.

Terrain Placement
Both player choose a side of the game table to play from.  A deck of 20 cards will be needed.  8 of the 
cards are blank.  The other 12 will have various terrain features written on them appropriate for the 
climate.  At least half of the cards should be a mixture of hills and woods.  There should be no more 
than 2 water features (ponds, rivers, streams).  The balance of the cards can be of any terrain type the 
player feels appropriate.  

Each player will draw up to 4 cards.  They will then alternate placing terrain on the game table 
according to the cards they drew.  No terrain piece may be placed within 6” of another terrain piece 
except for rivers/streams.  If a card is drawn and it contains a terrain feature other than clear, that 
feature must be placed.

Fatigue
As a unit moves from turn to turn, it accrues fatigue points for various actions.  When a unit accrues 5 
or more fatigue points, it becomes tired.   A unit receives fatigue for the following actions:

 1 point for each move the unit performs.
 2 points for each charge move.
 2 points for each melee fought.  That is per melee and not per turn.

When a unit becomes fatigued, its abilities are reduced as follows:
 The unit attacks at the next lowest value.



 The unit defends at the next lowest value.
 The units morale values drop by one for morale factor and dice rolls.
 Fatigued units may not charge.

A fatigued unit that rests for 1 complete turn without moving, shooting or meleeing, recovers all fatigue
points.

Missile Combat
Units armed with missile weapons may shoot at eligible targets.  For each figure in the unit shooting, 
roll 1 die. 

Armor Type Chance to kill

Unarmored 4+

Half Armored 5+

Fully Armored 6+

Ranges:

Weapon Range

Heavy throwing weapon 3”

Javelin 6”

Bow 15”

Crossbow, Arquibus 18”

Longbow 24”

Up to 4 ranks may shoot.  Figures in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th rank roll half dice as they count as shooting 
overhead.

Arc of fire: The arc of fire of missile armed troops is 45 degrees to the left or right of the unit.  For 
mounted troops, it is 180 degrees to the left and 45 degrees to the right.

Target priority: Units must shoot at the closest target.  To determine the closest target measure from the
center front of the shooting unit to the center of the closest edge of the target unit.  If a commander is 
attached to the shooting unit, any eligible target may be selected.

Overhead shooting: Units armed with bows or longbows may shoot overhead of an intervening friendly
unit.  Roll half dice for overhead shooting.

Cover: If a unit is shooting at a target in cover roll half dice.

Long range: If the target is more than half the range away from the shooting unit, roll half dice.  
Otherwise the target counts as short range.

Armor piercing: Crossbow and longbow armed troops count all targets as 1 class lighter when firing at 
close range.  Armored becomes half armored.  Half armored becomes unarmored and unarmored 
remains the same.  Arquibusers count all targets as unarmored when firing at close range.  



Rate of fire:  A unit armed with crossbows, bows and longbows may shoot every turn if they don't 
move or move up to half their movement.  A unit armed with bows or longbows may shoot twice if 
they are not in melee contact at the end of the movement phase.   Arquibusers fire once per turn.  Units 
armed with javelins and heavy throwing weapons may move full and shoot.  Units armed with heavy 
throwing weapons may shoot immediately before melee contact.

Pass through fire:  A missile armed unit may take its first shot at the half move portion of the turn.  
Crossbow, bow and longbow armed troops contacted during the half move may shoot but at half dice.  
Troops armed with javelins or heavy throwing weapons shoot at full effect.  

Artillery
Cannon and catapults were not common place on the medieval battlefield but they occasionally were 
used.  Catapults come as two types, both heavy and light.  They are indirect fire weapons.  There is just
one type of cannon.  It is a direct fire weapon.

Type Rate of fire Range (Min/Max)

Light Catapult 1 shot/2 turns 15”/30” 2” Diameter

Heavy Catapult 1 shot/3 turns 24”/48” 3” Diameter

Cannon 1 shot/turn -/36”  6” Bounce Zone
Each piece has 4 crew.  For each crew lost, add 1 turn to the rate of fire.  

Method of shooting catapults:  Place a marker where you want the catapult to hit.  Roll 2 different 
colored dice counting one die as over and the other as under.  The difference is the amount in inches 
over or under the shot deviates.  Roll the two dice again, this time designating one die as right and one 
die as left.  The difference is the amount in inches the shot deviates right or left.  Place the appropriate 
diameter disk on the final spot.  Any figures caught underneath the disk are killed. 

Method of shooting cannon:  Determining the point of impact of a cannon is done in the same manner 
as catapults.  However, instead of using a disk to determine casualties, simply measure the next 5” 
along the flight path from the cannon to the unit.  For each rank that the path passes through, 1 casualty
is scored.

Melee Combat
Melee occurs when two or more opposing units come into contact with each other.  Determine 
casualties by looking up the match-up on the massed combat table and comparing the results to the hit 
number.  Each die that equals or exceeds the hit number counts as one casualty to the target unit.  Only 
1 rank is eligible to fight in a melee.

Classification:

Light Foot Missile Troops, Swiss/Landsknechte, Peasants, Crew

Heavy Foot Normans, Saxons, Turks, Vikings, Men-at-arms

Armored Foot Dismounted Knights, Sergeants, Condotierre 

Light Cavalry Magyar, Mongols, Saracens, Turks, Hobilars

Heavy Cavalry Mongols, Norman Knights, Esquires, Spanish, Saracens, Turks, Turcopoles



Armored Cavalry Knights, Reiters, Gendarmes

Charge Moves:  Charges must be made in a straight line.  A unit may only make a charge move if the 
target unit is actually in range at the beginning of the turn.  A unit cannot make a charge 2 turns in a 
row.  The charging unit may be turned up to 45 degrees before it makes its charge move.  The turn is a 
free turn.  Victorious charging units must continue to charge in the original direction for the balance of 
its movement.  If it makes contact with an enemy again, it fights another melee.  

Missile Troops:  Missile troops that are in line and interspersed with melee troops may withdraw up to 
3” to avoid melee contact.  If its supporting troops are defeated, the missile troops will potentially have 
to fight the victorious enemy units.

Resolution:  After players have determined losses, and casualties are removed, morale is checked with 
the post melee resolution sequence.

1. Each side notes there morale rating below and adds it to the number of surviving figures in their
unit.

2. Each side rolls a die and multiplies the result by the total arrived at in step 1 above.

Type Morale Rating Type Morale Rating

Peasants 0 Light Cavalry 3

Light Foot or Levies 1 Armored Foot or 
Janissaries

4

Heavy Foot 2 Heavy Cavalry, 
Landsknechte

5

Elite Heavy Foot 3 Armored Cavalry, Swiss
Pikemen

6

Total and compare the results in 1-2 above.  The side with the lower total lost the melee.  His unit will 
react with the result determined on the resolution table.

Difference Result

1-1 Melee continues

3-2 Withdraw ½ move in good order

2-1 Withdraw 1 move in good order

3-1 Retreat 1 move facing away from the enemy

4-1 Rout 1 ½ moves from the enemy

5-1 or more Surrender

Flank Attack: Units attacking from the flank attack as one class higher.  In the case of armored horse or 
foot, add +1 to each die.

Rear attack: Treat as flank attack but the target unit may not fight back.



Contact with formed friendly units:  If a retreating unit contacts another friendly unit, then both units 
spend the next turn rallying.  If a routing unit contacts another friendly unit, both units rout.

Continued Retreats and Routs:  If a unit is forced to retreat, it automatically rallies on the next turn.  If 
a unit is routed, it rallies on a 4-6.  If the score is not made, the unit continues to route.   Rallying 
requires 1 full move.  If routing or retreating units are contacted before they rally, they continue to rout 
or retreat after the enemy has dealt casualties and morale state has been determined.

Melee Notes:
Missile weapons may not be fired into a melee. 

Units within 3” of a melee may be drawn in to the melee if that unit did not move more than half a 
move during the preceding movement phase.  The unit may spend up to 6” to get into melee.  

If a melee was inconclusive after one round, both sides may attempt to expand the fight and even 
outflank the enemy if they have extra ranks of unengaged troops.  Figures from the back ranks may be 
moved up to 6” to try to contact the enemy.  Only one rank may be used per round of melee.  If this is 
done, the unit fighting will not pursue if it wins the melee as it will be spending the rest of its move 
reforming.  

Melee Optional Rules
Prisoners:  Units can capture prisoners as a result of melee or when an enemy surrenders en masse.   If 
an enemy is forced to retreat, it loses 1d3 prisoners.  If it is forced to rout, it loses 1D6 prisoners. If a 
unit is forced to surrender, the unit is removed from the board.  These prisoners must be guarded.  For 
each 5 prisoners taken, one friendly figure most be removed as prisoner guards.  These guard figures 
may come from any unengaged unit that is within 12” of the spot where prisoners were taken.

Charge Bonus:  Heavy foot, armored foot and all cavalry may receive a charge bonus when charging an
enemy over flat, clear terrain.  Infantry get the bonus when charging other infantry and cavalry get the 
bonus when charging any enemy.  1 extra die is added to the combat table when the unit is entitled to 
this bonus.

Cavalry:  When cavalry is standing, it defends normally but fights as the next lower class.  Armored 
fights as heavy, Heavy fights as light and Light fights as armored foot.  Cavalry are standing when they
are contacted before they have had a chance to move or after the first round of a melee when the result 
was indecisive.  

Hedgehog:  Swiss/Landsknechte may form a hedgehog, a square with pikes facing outward in all 
directions.  When in this formation, the unit may not be meleed by cavalry and all other troops not 
armed with pikes or pole arms receive casualties before they strike back.  Hedgehogs move at ½ speed. 
They may never be drawn into melee.

Morale
Units may become unstable for two reasons.  When a unit is the subject of a charge by cavalry or 
Swiss/Landsknechte of 10 figures or more or when a unit has taken 1/3 casualties a morale check must 
be made.  To make a morale check roll 2d6 and add 1 if a general is within 12” of the unit or 2 if the 
general is attached to the unit.  The table below has the score required to pass the morale check.  When 



a unit has taken 2/3 casualties or more, it routs off the board automatically.

Light, Peasants or Levies 8

Heavy Foot 7

Elite Heavy Foot, Armored Foot, Mongols 6

Ordinary Heavy Cavalry 7

Swiss Pikemen 5

Norman Knights, Armored Cavalry 6

Mounted Knights 4

If a unit fails to make the required score, that unit immediately retreats 1 ½ moves and must be rallied 
on its next turn.

Historical Notes and Organizations
Units of an army are homogeneous in nature with all figures in a unit being armed and armored in the 
same fashion.   Armies will vary greatly with unit composition and special unit types.  These notes 
outline some organizations and characteristics of various units and armies in the Medieval world.

Knights are usually mounted on warhorses and are very well equipped.  These troops are extremely 
brave and will charge without regard to their own life (or a plan!) at the nearest enemy unless a '6' is 
rolled on an obedience die.  If more than one unit is equally close, the knights will charge the strongest 
unit in terms of status.  Knights first, followed by men-at-arms etc.

Levies are poorly trained infantry called up in times of trouble to bulk out the army.  They are the 
locally trained militia of various towns in the land.  They count as heavy infantry for fighting purposes 
and may be armed with spears or even pikes.  Flemish and Italian levies were generally more reliable 
than others and may add 1 to their morale score when checking for morale.

Mercenaries are troops for higher.  It was common practice in the middle ages to hire mercenaries as 
they often were better than troops that were available.  They can however be unreliable.  Before a 
mercenary unit moves, roll 1 die.  On a 1 the unit stands and does nothing.  On a 2-5 the unit moves as 
ordered.  On a 6, roll again on the table below.

1 Unit stands and does nothing, claiming that they have not bee paid.

2 Unit abandons the owning player and marches off the board.

3 Unit switches sides.  They've been bribed!

4 or more Obey orders for the next three moves.  No die roll required during those moves.

Peasants are unreliable infantry with little equipment and no training what so ever.  They are unreliable
on the battlefield at best.  They are always classified as light infantry.  Before they are allowed to move,
roll 2 dice.  If the number comes up 5 or better, the peasants may move, charge or withstand a charge 
from other peasants.  Deduct 1 for each class the enemy is above the peasants when rolling to charge or
withstand a charge.  Light infantry, -1 light, heavy infantry -2, armored infantry -3, light cavalry -4, 
heavy cavalry -5 and armored cavalry -6.  If a unit fails a roll to attack, it stands and does nothing that 



turn.  If it fails a roll to withstand a charge, it is considered to have lost a melee and routs 1 ½ moves.

English longbowmen are light infantry armed with longbows.  They carry long stakes that the plant in 
the ground to their front to disrupt an enemy charge.   It takes two complete turns to plant stakes.  If 
cavalry attack from the front, roll a die for each figure.  A 4-6 indicates that the figure has been killed.  
Infantry fair better but must take 1 turn to push their way through the stakes.  

Magyars are a cavalry army.  About ¾ are light cavalry while ¼ are medium cavalry.  Of the light 
cavalry, ¼ are armed with bow.  About 10% of the army are light foot.

Mongols (and Tartars) are another cavalry army.  They are heavy lancers (¼) Light lancers (¼) and the 
rest are horse archers.  Mongol light horse may evade, effectively retreating a full move with out 
having to rally.  However, if they are routed, they must rally normally.

Poles are a mixed army with about 50% cavalry.  The bulk of the cavalry is heavy while about 10% is 
light.  The infantry are a mixture of heavy and light.  About 50% of the light infantry are armed with 
bows.    The Poles enjoy a +1 to there morale rolls.  

Russians mainly field infantry with only about 20% being cavalry.  The cavalry are mostly heavy with 
about 25% being light.  Of the infantry, 50% are heavy armed with pole arms.  The rest are light armed 
with a mix of javelins and bows.  10% of the light infantry can be armed with crossbows.

Saracens are a balanced army of infantry and cavalry.  The infantry are all light armed with a mixture 
of short bows and javelins.  The cavalry are mostly light but elite cavalry are classed as heavy.

Scots infantry may form a schiltron.  For the most part, it is the same as a hedgehog with the following 
differences.  The formation may not move.  Lance armed cavalry may fight a schiltron at even odds.  It 
takes one turn to form a schiltron.  Infantry are usually classed as heavy.  Scots may also deploy small 
amounts of light infantry with bows and heavy cavalry.

Spanish troops have a high proportion of cavalry both light and heavy.   The light horse are armed with 
javelins.  Infantry are classified as heavy or light as well.  Light troops are armed with short bows or 
javelins.  

Army Commander is the principle leader, king or religious figure of the army.  Any unit that is with the 
army commander gets +2 to all morale rolls and +1 on the morale factor.  Any unit within 12” of the 
army commander gets +1 to all morale rolls.  If the army commander is with a unit and that unit is hit, 
roll a die.  If the result is a 6, the army commander is wounded.  Roll another die.  If the die roll is a 4+,
the army commander is killed.  Otherwise, he is wounded and will recover after 1 complete turn.  
While wounded, the army commander cannot influence any morale rolls or morale factors.

Baggage: A camp or baggage train must be placed on the back table edge behind the owning army.   If 
an enemy unit comes within 6” of the baggage, it will immediately attempt to loot it.  If it is guarded, a 
melee will be fought as normal.   If the train or camp is successfully occupied, the owning army has a 1
point penalty to all morale checks and to the melee morale factor until the baggage is reclaimed.

Weather
If not playing a set scenario, weather is an option that can make games more unpredictable and provide 
an added challenge.  To determine the weather conditions, first roll 1 die and consult the top line.  This 



will give you the general weather conditions.  Then roll another die at the beginning of each subsequent
turn and consult the chart from the left hand column.  This will tell you the new weather condition.  If 
the result has a > or < next to it, move to the column that it points to.    

1,2 Clear 3,4 Cloudy 5,6 Rainy

1 Excessive heat * No change Light rain

2 No change No change Light rain

3 No change < Clear < Cloudy

4 No change No change < Cloudy

5 No change No change Heavy rain **

6 Cloudy > Rainy > Heavy rain **

*Fatigue rates are doubled.
**If the rain remains heavy for three turns, the ground becomes muddy.  All units move at half speed.  
Vehicles and heavy equipment become stuck for a turn on a 4+ on a D6.  

Sieges
Rules for sieges require some secrecy by both players and, therefore, will require a referee.  These rules
are intended to be used with the man-to-man rules covered later in this book.

Structures: All buildings walls and structures will be assigned a defense value.  This will serve as the 
amount of damage the structure can take before it collapses.

Target Structure Defense Value

Bastions or Round Towers 40-60

Gate Houses, Square Towers or Gates 30-45

Curtain Walls or Stone Buildings 25-40

Ramparts or Earth Filled Gabions 20-30

Wooden Structures or Palisades 5-15

Cannon or Large Catapults 5

Small Catapults or Movable Mantlets 3
  
Weapons:
The following list are the weapons attack values.  If the weapon scores a hit on a structure, the attack 
value is subtracted from the defense value of the structure.  

Weapon Attack Value

Bombard 6

Cannon 4

Heavy Catapult 3

Light Catapult 2



Bombards have the rate of fire of a light catapult but the range of a cannon.  

Siege Towers and Covered Rams:
These are large pieces of equipment.  It requires at least 2 men to move one of these pieces 1” per turn. 
For every two men the piece can be moved 1” up to a maximum of 4”.

The siege tower will hold up to 5 men on the drawbridge deck and another 3 on the top deck.  5 men 
may load onto the draw bridge deck per turn.  

Covered rams can inflict 2 points of damage per turn once they are placed against a wall or gate.  The 
defenders may attempt to disable the ram.  On a 9 or better on 2 dice, the ram is disabled and will have 
to be repaired. 

Fire can set siege engines alight.  Ones lit, the engine will take 1 die of damage per turn until the fire is 
extinguished.  Required die roll to extinguish is a 9 or better.  

Movable Mantlets may be moved by up to 6” with 2 men pushing or 3” with only 1 man pushing.  A 
single man with a missile weapon may shoot from a mantlet without being exposed.  Other men may 
shoot from behind the same mantlet but count as being in cover if they do.

Ladders may be carried by 1 man at half speed or two men at full speed.  For game purposes, treat 
ladders as indestructible though the ladder can be knocked down and will have to be reset.  Up to 3 
men can scale a ladder in a turn though the first man will have to fight if the wall section being scaled 
is defended.  

On any turn that a defender wins a combat roll a die.  On a 5 or 6, the defender has toppled the ladder.  
The next man on the ladder falls to his death and the third man is stunned for 1 turn.  

Boiling oil may be poured from the top of a wall or tower.  The oil will pour in a 2” path downward and
kill anything in its path.  The base of the wall will have a puddle of oil 3” wide by 4” deep.  All 
wooden structures and siege equipment will burn unless extinguished.  The oil will burn on the ground 
for 3 turns and no man may enter the area during that time.  

Heavy Rocks may be dropped on men scaling a ladder.  If a rock is dropped roll 1 die for each man on 
the ladder.  The first man is killed on a 2-6, the 2nd man is killed on a 4-6 and the third man is killed on 
a 6.

Mines and Counter Mines are dug at the rate of 3” per turn.  Both the attacker and defender do not 
know where the other's mines are.  If a counter mine comes within 6” of the attacker's mine, then the 
mining attempt fails.  The mines will be kept track of on paper so the other side cannot see the 
progress.  A referee will adjudicate if the mines intercept.  If the mine succeeds, a 6” breech will be 
created in the wall.  

Breeches:When a breech is created, attacking troops may move through at half speed.  Defenders will 
get height advantage.  If the defenders spend 3 uninterrupted turns building, they may erect a temporary
wall (abatis).  This wall has the defensive value of a mantlet and allows for cover as a mantlet.  The 
attackers can tear the abatis down in 3 consecutive turns.



Man-to-Man Combat
This system is used for skirmishes and sieges.  Instead of 1 figure equaling a number of men, each 
figure equals just 1 combatant.  All rules in the massed combat system still apply except where 
modified below.

Movement:
Movement rates remain the same but there are now no movement restrictions with regard to formation 
and facing changes.  Each man moves individually.  The men will be organized into squads.  When the 
squad takes sufficient casualties, a morale check must be made.  Failure results in the squad routing.  

Missile Combat:
Shooting is done on an individual basis.  Each figure gets to shoot once or twice per turn depending on 
the weapon used and the situation.  Weapon ranges remain the same though there are three range 
categories instead of two.  A short bow will have 0-5 (short range) 6-10 (medium range) and 11-15 
(long range).  There are 3 hit numbers on the missile combat table.  Read them from left to right Short-
Medium-Long range.

Melee Combat:
With man-to-man melee combat, each figure gets at least 1 strike when attacking regardless of class.  
Armor and weapons are more detailed with this system.  The chance to hit vs a given armor type is 
detailed on the melee combat table.  

Generally, melee is simultaneous but there are a few special cases where one figure might strike before 
another.  If the following situations do not apply then combat is simultaneous.

1. Rear attacks always strike before all other attacks.  The target may not strike back against a rear 
attack.  

2. Flank attacks always strike before all other attacks except rear attacks.
3. Pole weapons strike before other weapons in the first round of combat.  Pikes strike before 

other pole weapons in the first round of combat.
4. Non pole weapons strike before pole weapons in the second and subsequent rounds of combat.

Combat Procedure for all Combat:
Roll a 20 sided die and consult the weapon type vs armor on the man-to-man combat chart.  If the 
number rolled is greater than the number listed, a hit has been scored.  Roll a 6 sided die.  If the number
is a 4+ then the target is killed and removed from play.  If the number is a 3-, the target is driven back 
1”.  The attacker must follow the retreating target.  If the target takes multiple hits then the total of 
these hits must equal 4 or more.  After combat results are applied, the excess hits are dropped.  

Example: A bow armed figure fires at an enemy.  He hits twice but only scores 3 points of damage.  
The target is driven back and the 3 points are then dropped.  Had he scored 4 or more points, the target 
would have been killed.    

Flank and rear attacks add 2 to the hit roll (not damage).  Cavalry gain +2 to hit when it charges any 
enemy and +1 against infantry at other times.  Infantry fight cavalry at -1.  Infantry with a height 
advantage get +1 to hit.  

Notes for Fantasy Skirmishes and Your OSRPG: 
The to-hit numbers with a 20-sided die should be familiar to most role players.  This is a departure 
from the classic version of this game.  The idea is to make such skirmishes integrate with a full blown 



RPG campaign in the old school style.  

The wound numbers are derived from hit dice of creatures.  So an ordinary man rolls a single 6-sided 
die for hits, his average hit points would be 3.5 rounded up to 4.  If an ordinary man is swinging a 
sword that does an ordinary die for damage, then he can wound his opponent on a 4 or better.  With 
only 1 die, that opponent will be killed.  If you are using the more detailed versions where weapons do 
varying die types of damage and creatures have 8-sided dice for hit points, then that is no problem 
either.  Monsters would be wounded on a 5 instead of a 4.  A sword would do an 8-sided die of damage
instead.  Creatures and characters that have multiple hit dice can be wounded multiple times before 
dieing.  Wounds are permanent but excess hits are dropped. 

Example Fighter Conversion:
A 4th level fighter with an 18 strength from the classic set would be wounded on a 4+ and would be 
able to take 4 wounds before he dies.  When he hits, he rolls a 6-sided die for wounding and adds 1 for 
his super-human strength.  If he also had an 18 constitution, his wound number would be 5 or more to 
wound.  

Jousting
Opposing knights may wish to engage in a friendly joust.  The following rules allow 2 knights to joust 
upon horseback.

How to Joust
Each player will assume the role of a knight.  At the beginning of each turn, the players will each select
a defensive stance and an aiming point.   Then each player will roll a die.  If a 3+ is rolled, the knight 
has hit his mark and the results are looked up on the results matrix.  If a 2- or less is rolled, the knight 
missed and his pass is ineffective.  It is possible for both knights to unhorse each other or for both 
knights to miss.   Players continue the process until one or both knights are unhorsed.

When playing a lengthy tournament, it is possible for some knights to be injured.  In this case, 1 is 
subtracted from the hit roll.  

Tournaments
The following scoring schedule will determine the point value of each result.  

Result Attacker Defender

Break Lance -1 0

Helmet Knocked Off 3 0

Injured 0 -10

Unhorsed 20 0



Points Values for all Games
The following points system can be used to balance a fight for pickup games. 

Type Cost

Peasant 0.5

Levee 0.75

Light Foot 1

Heavy Foot 2

Armored Foot 2.5

Light Horse 3

Heavy Horse 4

Armored Horse 5

Additional weapon costs

Javelins or Heavy Throwing Weapons 0.5

Pikes or Pole Weapons 1

Arquibuser or Crossbow 1.5

Bow 3

Longbow 4

Light Catapult 15

Heavy Catapult or Cannon 20

Bombard 30

Mercenaries cost half the cost of regular troops.
Swiss or Landsknechte count as heavy foot plus cost for pole weapons.



Fantasy Supplement
This is where it all began.  The original role playing game was spawned from the Fantasy Supplement 
of the original game.  The following rules try to preserve the character of the original rules while 
leaving enough room to easily integrate your favorite old school role playing game into the mix.  With 
these rules, your characters can not only be adventurers, but generals heroes and even kings!

Figures
In this day and age, we are spoiled for choice when it comes to wargame figures.  A quick search of the
INTERNET will reveal a large number of figure suppliers and fantasy ranges in 10mm, 15mm, 20mm 
and 25/28mm.  The latter is the most popular but clearly is the most expensive.  An alternative is to use
cardboard miniatures instead.  Much less expensive and most come in electronic format.  Print as much
as you like.  There are many wonderful figures out there that are free to use.  Again, they are only an 
INTERNET search away.

Fantasy Races and Creatures
The following is a list of some of the fantastic creatures and races in a fantasy world.  Feel free to 
import those from other OSRPGs or create your own.  

Halflings are diminutive folk who live in peaceful villages.  They are not particularly good fighters but 
are excellent at hiding make them superb scouts.  Halflings may blend into any scenery and count as 
invisible unless they shoot or an enemy comes within 6” of them.  Halflings are accurate stone throwers
as well.  They can throw rocks up to 12”.  Every 2 Halflings count as 3 missile troops for missile 
combat.   They fight as light foot.  Morale Rating 5

Sprites/Pixies are flying creatures that may remain invisible even in combat.  On the first turn of 
combat, they cannot be hit unless the defending creature can sense invisible creatures.  On the second 
and subsequent rounds, they may be attacked as the defender can notice shadows and hear movement 
around them.   Sprites/Pixies can fly for 3 turns before having to land.  After 1 turn of rest they may fly 
again.  They fight as light foot.  Morale Rating 5  Points 4

Dwarves/Gnomes live underground.  They may see equally in day or night.  They are tough, quick 
fighters.  Against Giant creatures, they receive only half casualties because of their agility.  Dwarves 
hated foes are Goblins.  When they see this enemy in charge range, Dwarves will automatically charge 
unless they roll a '6' on a die to obey orders instead.  They attack as heavy foot and defend as light foot.
Morale Rating 5 Points 2

Goblins/Kobolds can see well in the dark.  In light, however, they receive a -1 on their morale rating 
and a -1 on all morale rolls.  Their hated enemy is the Dwarves.  Goblins will always charge Dwarves 
who are in charge range.  They fight as light foot.  Morale Rating 5 Points 1

Elves/Faeries can be armed with deadly bows and can include an elven champion as a unit leader.  
They can perform split move/fire despite the fact that they are infantry.  In wooded, elves can hide and 
count as invisible until they attack.  If an Elven unit contains a Champion, they can fight even better.  
Against Goblins or Orcs.  Elven units with a Champion roll an extra 3 dice on top of their TOTAL dice 
rolled.  When fighting creatures that normally can't be harmed by normal troops, Champion units can 
still roll 3 dice against that creature.   They fight as heavy foot.  Morale Rating 6 (7 with champion) 
Points 4 (+3 with bow +2 with Champion)



Orcs are affected by light in the same manner as Goblins.  Orcs are also tribal and territorial.  If there 
are no enemies in range and there is another Orc tribe within charge reach, the two units will charge 
and fight each other unless an obedience roll is made (4+ is required).  Only one roll is made for both 
units.  They fight as heavy foot.  There are also Great Orcs who fight as armored foot and cost 2.5 
points.  Morale Rating 5  Points 2

Heroes/Anti-Heroes Are well known warriors and knights of renown.  They attack as either 4 armored 
foot or 4 armored horse and defend based on the armor they are equipped with.  They can take 4 hits 
before they are killed.  When they are with a unit, they are always the last figure to be hit.  That units 
gains the benefit of +1 on all morale rolls.   Heroes never need to check morale.  Heroes are assumed to
have lesser magical weapons and may attack any creature.  Morale Rating 20 Points 20

Super Heroes perform exactly like heroes but they count as 8 armored foot or armored horse.  They can
take 8 hits before they are killed.  They cause fear to all enemies within a charge move.  These troops 
must make a morale check as if they just took excessive casualties.  Morale Rating 40 Points 50

Wizards are powerful spell casters.  In normal combat, they fight as 2 light foot or 2 light horse when 
mounted.  However, their strength is in their ability to cast spells.  Wizards can become invisible but 
cannot remain so if they attack or cast spells.  They can see in the dark.  They add 1 to friendly morale 
rolls if they are attached to a unit.  Wizards cannot be struck with normal missiles but if hit by an 
enemy wizard's missile, they can negate the hit with a 4+ on 1 die.  

Wizards have two types of missile spells available to them.  They can throw a fireball with the effect of 
a heavy catapult.  They can also throw a lightning bolt with the effect of a cannon.  Both missile spells 
have a 24” range.  The spells act like artillery in all respects.  When fantastic creatures are struck by a 
wizard's missile, it takes damage as per missile fire as if struck by an arquibuse.  The wizard rolls 6 
dice for the attack if the shot hit.  Wizard's missiles hit fantastic creatures on a 7+ on 2 dice.  

Wizards have an array of spells available to them other than missile spells.  The following are wizard's 
spells in the game. 

1. Phantasmal force creates a force minion for the wizard to control.  It cannot attack but can 
perform tasks such as moving artillery, forcing open doors or blocking an enemy's advance. 
(Complexity 2)

2. Darkness is created over the battlefield so long as the wizard is not attacked.  The turn the spell 
is cast, light is unaffected.  On the second turn, the area becomes dusk.  The third turn, the area 
is in full darkness. (Complexity 1)

3. Light can dispel darkness in a 24” radius around the wizard. (Complexity 1)
4. Detection can be used to detect hidden/invisible enemies.  (Complexity 2)
5. Concealment can hide a unit or a fantastic creature from the enemy.  The spell is broken when 

the unit or creature attacks.  (Complexity 3)
6. Conjure Elemental brings an elemental of one of the 4 elements onto the battlefield.  If the 

controlling wizard is disturbed while the elemental is in existence, the wizard loses control and 
the elemental attacks the wizard.  If the wizard is killed, the elemental attacks the nearest 
figure/unit and continues until it is dead. (Complexity 5)

7. Moving terrain causes terrain features to move by up to 6”.  Available to wizards only.  
(Complexity 6)

8. Protection from evil creates a barrier that is 12” in diameter around the caster.  Evil creatures or 
men cannot enter.  (Complexity 3)

9. Levitate allows the caster to rise 6” per turn for up to 6 turns.  When the spell wears off the 



caster drifts back down to earth.  (Complexity 2)
10. Slow causes 1 enemy unit to move at half speed for 1 turn.  (Complexity 3)
11. Haste allows a single unit to move at 50% greater speed for 1 turn.
12. Polymorph allows the caster to change himself into any other living creature.  He retains his 

own attributes, strength and so forth but the look will be that of what the caster chose. 
(Complexity 4)

13. Confusion causes an enemy unit to move in the opposite manner that the owner wishes. Secretly
select a unit to affect.  After the opponent moves it, make an opposite move with it from the 
unit's original location. (Complexity 4)

14. Hallucinatory terrain creates an illusion of terrain that remains until a living creature touches it. 
(Complexity 4)

15. Cloud kill creates a cloud of gas 3”deep by 6” wide by 3” high.  The wizard can move it at 6” 
per turn.  On any turn it is not controlled by the caster, it drifts 6” in a random direction.  All 
normal men, elves, dwarves, orcs etc are killed on contact.  (Complexity 5

16. Anti-magic shell is a radius 5” around the caster that prevents magic from entering or leaving 
the area.  The spell lasts 6 turns.  (Complexity 6)

Caster Number of Spells Range Morale Rating Points

Wizard 6-7 Unlimited 50 100

Sorcerer -1 5 60” 40 90

Warlock -2 4 48” 30 80

Magician -3 3 36” 25 70

Seer -4 1 24” 20 50

Spell complexity (optional)
Spells have a chance of not going off.  The basic chance to cast a spell is 3.  To this number add the 
complexity.  This is the basic chance that a spell will go off on the same turn it was cast on 2 dice.  If 
the roll is less than the number by 1 or 2, the spell goes off on the next turn.  If the roll is less than the 
number by 3 or more, the spell does not go off and is wasted.  Lesser casters will deduct there modifier 
from the die roll.  

Wraiths are powerful undead minions.  They can see in the dark and detect invisible creatures and 
objects.  The raise the morale of friendly troops as Heroes and cause fear in enemies as Super Heroes.  
Any normal figure touched by a wraith is paralyzed and may not move or fight.  A friendly Elf, Hero, 
Super Hero or Wizard can cure paralysis in the same manner.  They melee as two armored foot or two 
heavy horse.  They are unaffected by normal weapons.  Morale Rating 10 Points 10

Lycanthropes are shape shifting men that can change into man-beasts such as Bears or Wolves.  When 
fighting in or near normal woods, Lycanthropes can double their melee attack power as they can 
command other forest creatures to come to their aid.  They attack as 4 armored foot and defend as 4 
heavy foot.  Lycanthropes can be killed in 1 hit by magical weapons.   Morale rating 20  Points 20

Trolls/Ogres are sub-giant creatures who can fight in formation.  Each figure is treated as 6 heavy foot. 
They can see in darkness and are not penalized for full light.  

True Trolls fight as 3 armored foot.  They can only be harmed by fire and magical weapons.  They 



never check morale.  Ogre Moral Rating 8  Points 15      True Trolls Morale Rating -  Points 75

Gothrogs are powerful, winged minions of fire.  They fight as 2 armored horse.  They can only be hit 
by magic and magical weapons.  Any normal figures that come into contact with a Gothrog will be 
incinerated on a 4+ on a single die.  Roll for each figure after combat.  Gothrogs can fly 15” per turn 
for 3 turns.  After which they must land and rest for a turn before they fly again.  Moral Rating 50  
Points 75

Giants are huge men with the capability of 12 armored foot.  They can be harmed by normal combat 
but it takes 12 hits to kill a Giant.   Giants can pick up rocks and hurl them like a light catapult with a 
range of 20”.  They can throw rocks if they don't move.  Giants never check morale.  Morale Rating -  
Points 10

Ents are tree-men that originate from a magical wood called an Entwood.  They have the capability of 6
armored foot and it takes 6 hits to kill an Ent.  Ents move 6” per turn and can cause up to two trees to 
move 3” per turn.   These trees will fight as if they were Ents.  Ents are susceptible to fire and take 
double hits when attacked by fire.  Morale Rating 20  Points 15

Dragons Are terrible, fire breathing, flying lizards.  They have the ability to detect hidden and invisible
enemies.  They may fly at 15” per turn and remain flying indefinitely.  Dragons must land to fight.  The
fight as 4 armored horse and cannot be harmed by normal weapons.  The main weapon of the dragon is 
the fiery breath.  It is a cone of fire 9” long with a 3” span at the far end.  All normal creatures caught 
in the cone are killed.  All other fantastic creatures take 2 wounds unless a 7 or better is scored on 2 
dice or they are immune to fire.  Dragons may use the breath weapon up to 3 times during a battle.  
They never check morale.  Morale Rating -  Points 100

Rocs, Wyverns and Griffons are flying creatures that move 15” per turn and can remain flying  
indefinitely.  They can detect hidden creatures within 48” but not invisible enemies.  They attack as 4 
light horse and defend as 4 armored horse.  4 hits are required to kill a Roc, Wyvern or Griffon.  They 
may carry a man up to 36”.  They never check morale.  Morale Rating -  Points 20

Elementals cannot be bought like other army units.  They must be summoned by a Wizard.  The 4 types
of elementals are Air, Water, Fire and Earth.

Air Elementals can fly 24” per turn.  The gain +1 per die on attacks against flying opponents.  They 
fight as 4 light horse and are impervious to normal attacks.  They are immune to electrical based 
magical attacks.

Water Elementals can move 18” in water and 6” out of water.  They must remain within 6” of a water 
source at all times.   They fight as 4 light horse on land and 4 armored horse in the water.  They cannot 
be harmed by normal attacks and are immune to electrical based attacks.  They add 1 to each attack die 
when fighting within 3” of a large body of water such as a river or a lake.  

Fire Elementals move 12” over all terrain.    They fight as 4 heavy horse and are immune to normal 
attacks.  They are immune to fire based magical attacks.  They gain +1 to each attack die when fighting
enemies who use fire based attacks (including fire wizards!).  

Earth Elementals move at 6” per turn over all terrain.  They count as 4 armored horse.  They gain +1 to 
each attack die when fighting opponents on the ground.   They are immune to fire based magical 



attacks and all normal attacks.

Only one elemental of   each kind may be summoned.  A Wizard must concentrate to keep control of an
elemental.  Any turn that an elemental is not controlled, it will move directly at the Wizard and, if 
possible, attack that Wizard.  If the Wizard is killed, the elemental will roam the battlefield attacking  
the nearest target of either side.    
 
Basilisk and Cockatrice are not regular army units but can be added to a scenario as part of the natural 
surroundings.  If a figure comes within 6” of the front of a creature, a save must be made or the figure 
is turned to stone.  Super Heroes and Wizards save on a 6.  Hobbits, Dwarves, Humans, Elves, Orcs, 
Ents and Giants save on a 10.  All others save on a 7.  Basilisk and Cockatrice have the same defensive 
abilities as Lycantrhopes.  They may make no attacks.  

Giant Wolves move as heavy horse but fight as light horse.  They usually serve as mounts for Goblins 
but may be found in the wild in packs.  When serving as mounts, the move is reduced to armored horse 
speed.  Treat such creatures as 2 light horse in combat for attacks but each creature can still only counts
as 1 man when hit.  Morale Rating 5  Points 5

Wights and Ghouls melee as light horse but defend as armored horse.  They cannot be harmed by 
normal missiles but may be struck by normal melee attacks.  As they are undead, they see in darkness 
and can detect hidden and invisible creatures.  If a figure touches a ghoul or whight, it becomes 
paralyzed for 1 complete turn.  The figure does get a melee attack before becoming paralyzed.   
Zombies are like wights but attack as Orcs and move as Goblins.  Morale Rating 10  Points 10

Magical Weapons and Armor
Magical weapons and armor may be wielded by Heroes, Super-Heroes, Wizards and Elvish 
Champions.  The following are the types of weapons and armor available.

Magic Swords grant a +1 to each attack die that the wielder is entitled to.  Greater Swords such as 
Excalibur might be +2 or even +3.  Morale Rating 10 per plus of the weapon.  Points 10 per plus of the 
weapon.

Magic Arrows allow the shooter to roll double dice when attacking a fantastic creature such as a 
Dragon or a Giant.  When attacking normal opponents, the arrow always hits and does 1 casualty.  
10 points per arrow

Magic Armor:  Characters wearing magic armor take half damage when in normal combat.  In man to 
man combat, opponents have a -3 to hit the character.

Fantastic Sieges
The following rules add fantastic creatures and races to siege combat.  

Dwarves dig mines twice as fast as other creatures.  Dwarves may attempt up to 5 mines instead of 3.

Artillery
The following table outlines the attack capabilities of certain fantastic creatures during a siege.



Creature Damage

Gothrog 4

Troll 2

Ogre 1

Giant 3

Ent 2

Wizard 3

Earth Elemental 6



Turn Sequence
1. Initiative: A representative from each side rolls 1 die.  The higher roll decides if his side will be “Side A” or “Side B” for this 

turn.
2. Side A moves all units 1 half of the movement allowance.  He indicates which units are charging as well as their targets.  He 

may make any split move/shots at this time.  Side B will also be able to perform defensive fire if eligible.
3. Side B moves all units 1 half of the movement allowance.  He indicates which units are charging as well as their targets.  He 

may make any split move/shots at this time.  Side A will also be able to perform defensive fire if eligible.
4. Side A now finishes their moves.
5. Side B now finishes their moves.
6. Artillery now shoots.
7. Missile armed troops now shoot.
8. Resolve all melees.

Move

Unit Type Regular Move Charge Move Flight

Armored Foot, Ents 6” 6”

Heavy Foot, Werebear, Troll/Ogre, 9” 12”

Light Foot, Heroes, Super Heroes, 
Werewolf

12” 15”

Armored Cavalry, Giants 12” 18”

Heavy Cavalry 15” 21”

Light Cavalry, Mounted Heroes or 
Super Heroes, Wraiths

18” 24” 36” (Wraiths)

Catapults/Cannon/Wagons 6” -

Hobbits, Elves, Wizards 12”

Pixies, Sprites 9” 18”

Dwarves, Goblins, Gothrog 6” 9” 15” (Gothrogs)

Dragons 9” 15” 24”

Rocs/Eagles - - 48”

Missile Combat

Armor Type Chance to kill

Unarmored 4+

Half Armored 5+

Fully Armored 6+

Weapon Range

Heavy throwing weapon 3”

Javelin 6”

Bow 15”

Crossbow, Arquibus, Composite bow 18”

Longbow 24”

1 Die per man shooting
Halve dice for cover, long range, overhead shooting (cumulative)



Melee

Combat Dice
Light Ft vs Heavy Ft vs Armored Ft vs Light Cav vs Heavy Cav vs Armored Cav vs

Light Foot 1 die/man 6 1 die/man 5+ 1 die/man 4+ 2 dice/man 5+ 2 dice/man 4+ 4 dice/man 5+

Heavy Foot 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/man 6 1 die/man 5+ 2 dice/man 6 2 dice/man 5+ 3 dice/man 5+

Armored Foot 1 die/3 men 6 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/man 6 1 die/man 6 2 dice/man 6 2 dice/man 5+

Light Cav 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/man 6 1 die/man 6 2 dice/man 6 2 dice/man 5+

Heavy Cav 1 die/3 men 6 1 die/3 men 6 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/man 6 1 die/man 5+

Armored Cav 1 die/4 men 6 1 die/4 men 6 1 die/3 men 6 1 die/3 men 6 1 die/2 men 6 1 die/man 6

Read a  cell as follows:  1die/ 2men 6 means you roll one die per two men in contact with the enemy and each 6 kills a figure.  Add 1 die 
for pole arms and halberds to the number listed.  

1. The side that took the fewest casualties determines the positive difference between the casualties inflicted and multiplies this 
result by 1 die.

2. If one side has deeper ranks, 5 points are scored for each rank deeper that side is.  
3. Multiply the surviving figures by the morale rating of the unit.

Type Morale Rating Type Morale Rating

Peasants 3 Light Cavalry 6

Light Foot or Levies 4 Armored Foot or Janissaries 7

Heavy Foot 5 Heavy Cavalry, Landsknechte 8

Elite Heavy Foot 6 Armored Cavalry, Swiss 
Pikemen

9

Total and compare the results in 1-3 above.  The side with the lower total lost the melee.  His unit will react with the result determined on 
the resolution table.

Difference Result

0-9 Melee continues

10-19 Withdraw ½ move in good order

20-29 Withdraw 1 move in good order

30-39 Retreat 1 move facing away from the enemy

40-49 Rout 1 ½ moves from the enemy

50+ Surrender

Morale
Check at 33% casualties or when charged by cavalry

Light, Peasants or Levies 8

Heavy Foot 7

Elite Heavy Foot, Armored Foot, Mongols 6

Ordinary Heavy Cavalry 7

Swiss Pikemen 5

Norman Knights, Armored Cavalry 6

Mounted Knights 4



Man to Man Combat
None Padded Shield Padded+S

hield
Chain Chain

+Shield
Plate Plate and

Shield
Horse Barded

Horse

Dagger 8 10 12 13 14 16 19 20 12 19

Axe 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 20 12 18

Mace 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 12 15

Sword 9 11 12 13 14 15 17 19 12 17

Battle Axe 10 11 12 13 13 14 16 18 12 16

Morning Star 8 9 11 12 12 14 16 17 11 16

Flail 9 10 11 12 12 14 14 15 11 14

Spear 10 11 12 13 15 16 17 19 12 17

Pole Arms 8 9 10 12 13 15 15 18 10 15

Halberd 10 11 12 12 12 14 15 17 12 15

2-Hand sword 8 9 10 11 11 12 14 16 10 14

Lance 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 17 9 16

Pike 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 12 16

Short Bow 8-9-10 9-10-11 10-11-12 12-13-13 14-14-15 15-16-17 18-19-21 20-22-24 10-11-12 18-19-21

Horse Bow 7-8-9 9-10-11 10-11-12 12-13-13 14-14-15 15-16-17 18-19-21 20-2124 10-11-12 18-19-21

Crossbow 7-8-9 8-9-10 9-11-12 11-12-13 14-14-15 15-16-19 18-19-21 20-22-24 9-11-12 18-19-21

Longbow 7-8-9 8-9-10 9-10-11 10-11-12 12-13-14 15-15-16 16-18-20 19-20-22 9-10-11 16-18-20

Composite 
Bow

7-8-9 8-9-10 9-10-11 10-12-13 12-14-15 15-16-17 16-19-20 20-21-22 9-10-11 16-19-20

Arquibus 7-8-10 8-9-11 9-10-12 10-11-13 12-13-14 13-15-15 15-16-17 17-18-20 9-10-12 15-16-17

Jousting

Aim Point

Defense 1. Lower
Helm

2. Lean Right 3. Lean Left 4. Steady
Seat

5. Shield
High

6. Shield
Low

Possible Defenses

Helm M M M H U M 4,5,6

DC U B M B B M 3,4,5,6

CP B/U/I U G B B/U U/I Any

SP G M B G G U 2,4,5,6

DF B B/U M B M B 4,5,6

FP B/U B B B/U B/U/I B Any

SF G M B/U G G G 4,5,6

Base B G U B B/U/I B 1,4,5,6

B=Break Lance*  G=Glance Off  H=Helm Knocked Off*  I=Injured  M=Missed  U=Unhorsed

DC CP SC

DF FP SF

Base


